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it had been reduced to 230,000. Thus thousands of officers
were thrown on the employment market, and those who
remained were scared. The Army had been worsted by the
politicians and did not like the experience.
About that time General Mazaki became head of the Military
College and continued to be the guiding spirit of military
education till last July, when he was abruptly dismissed.
General Mazaki taught the doctrine of the uniqueness of the
Japanese nation: a people descended from the gods and ruled
over by a dynasty which had endured since the beginning of
the world and would continue for ever. He taught that Japan
had a divine mission to extend peace and civilisation: and he
taught, above all, that the essential feature of the Japanese
State was direct rule by a divinely descended Emperor. These
doctrines are to be found in the Japanese Constitution and in
the utterances of the great statesmen wrho founded modern
Japan. But those statesmen were realists; they interpreted
their inherited traditions with reverence, but in the light of
facts. Mazaki and his twin spirit, Araki, are fundamentalists.
The young officers began to apply their teaching to the hard
realities of life in Japan. As professional soldiers they had seen
their careers circumscribed by the acts of party Government.
As young Japanese they found themselves in a society in which
the early elan of a national renaissance was dying down. It w^as
becoming harder to get on in life. The universities were pouring
out graduates who no longer found work almost automatically.
A new factory proletariat was pullulating in the cities, marching
in May Day processions, listening to Communist agitators.
The farms, the nurseries of the Army, were waterlogged with
debts and surplus humanity. The ideas of Marx, interpreted
in an authoritarian form congenial to minds trained to distrust
democracy, entered into this discontent like yeast, and out of
the ferment the Showa Restoration movement was born. It
wants a new kind of government. Political power is to be taken
from the politicians, and economic power from the capitalists.
Both are to be restored to the Emperor, who will in future
exercise them through other members of the national family.
In describing revolution as restoration, the young officers are
faithfully following traditional technique. The last great
Japanese revolution was a restoration of Imperial power, and
represented itself at first as a reversion to older and purer
forms of government.
Emperor-worship is a kind of national religion, sanctified
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